These pass products are eligible for Epic FlexPay when cart totals $49 or more.

**EPIC PRODUCTS**
- Epic Pass
- Epic Local Pass
- Epic Military Pass (Active, Retired, Veteran & Dependent)
- Epic Day Pass

**COLORADO PASS PRODUCTS**
- Summit Value Pass
- Keystone Plus Pass

**TAHOE PASS PRODUCTS**
- Tahoe Local Pass
- Tahoe Value Pass
- Kirkwood Pass

**NORTHEAST PASS PRODUCTS**
- Northeast Value Pass
- Northeast Midweek Pass

**WHISTLER BLACKCOMB PASS PRODUCTS**
- Whistler Blackcomb Unlimited Pass
- Whistler Blackcomb EDGE Card 10 Day
- Whistler Blackcomb EDGE Card 5 Day
- Whistler Blackcomb EDGE Card 2 Day
- Whistler Blackcomb Day Pass

**PARK CITY PASS PRODUCTS**
- Park City Youth Pass

**STEVENS PASS PASS PRODUCTS**
- Stevens Pass Premium Pass
- Stevens Pass Select Pass

**OTHER ELIGIBLE PASSES**
- Adaptive Epic Pass
- Adaptive 5-Day Pass
- Adaptive 5-Day Limited Pass
- Adaptive Tahoe Pass
- Adaptive Midwest Pass
- Afton Alps Pass
- Afton Alps College Night Pass
- Hidden Valley Pass
- Liberty Pass
- Mt. Brighton Pass
- Mt. Brighton College Night Pass
- Ohio Pass
- Paoli Peaks Pass
- Snow Creek Pass
- Wilmot Pass